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SECTION 1 – PROJECT INTRODUCTION
1.1 INTRODUCTION
As the lead agency under the California Environmental Quality Act (“CEQA”), Contra Costa
County (“County”) is assessing the potential environmental effects associated with the proposed
Tassajara Parks residential development (“Proposed Project”). To inform the CEQA analysis,
this Water Supply Evaluation (“WSE”) has been prepared for the Proposed Project.
Analytical Method
This WSE estimates the Proposed Project’s water demand through build-out, presents and
discusses the availability of water sources identified to meet that demand, and assesses whether
expected water sources will be sufficient to meet the projected water demand of the Proposed
Project during normal, single dry, and multiple dry year conditions.
The above-referenced analytical method is derived from the Water Supply Assessment (“WSA”)
Law codified at Water Code section 10910 et seq. The WSA Law, sometimes referred to as “SB
610,” outlines the information and analysis that must be included in a CEQA document prepared
for certain projects of a specified size and composed of certain land-uses (e.g., subdivisions
larger than 500 residential units).1 For such covered projects, the WSA Law requires an
assessment of whether projected water supplies identified to serve a proposed project will be
sufficient to meet existing and planned water demands over a 20-year horizon. The WSA Law
expressly anticipates events like the current drought by requiring assessment of water supply
sufficiency in single dry years and multiple dry years—not just under normal, or average,
hydrologic conditions.
The WSA Law does not apply to the Proposed Project because it is too small, and therefore a
WSA does not need to be prepared as part of the Proposed Project’s CEQA process.
Nevertheless, the WSA Law’s analytical structure has been applied in this WSE to provide a
clear and complete evaluation of whether expected water supplies will be sufficient to meet the
projected demand of the Proposed Project. The WSE will be incorporated into the
Environmental Impact Report (EIR) being prepared for the Proposed Project (Project EIR) to
inform the County’s determination of whether approving the Proposed Project would cause
significant environmental effects with respect to water supply.2
Summary of Water Supply Options
As described below, the applicant has considered several potential sources of water supply as
part of a flexible strategy that would meet, or offset, the maximum estimated water demands of
the Proposed Project while addressing the operational needs of the entities that would deliver the
1
2

Water Code § 10912(a).
Water Code § 10911(b).
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water. Because the Project Site is adjacent to the existing service area of the East Bay Municipal
Utility District (“EBMUD”), the Proposed Project would seek to have EBMUD play a role
(subject to the EBMUD Board’s discretion) in implementing this flexible water strategy. This
WSE provides information to allow EBMUD’s Board to consider whether to deliverwater for the
Proposed Project.
The first potential water supply option is a long-term agreement to purchase water from the
Calaveras Public Utility District (“CPUD”) pursuant to pre-1914 appropriative water rights
exercised in connection with ongoing operations of Schaads Reservoir on the Middle Fork of the
Mokelumne River.
The second potential water supply option involves augmenting the availability of potable water
from EBMUD by accelerating currently planned conservation and/or expanding conservation
beyond currently planned levels within EBMUD’s service area by an amount sufficient to offset
the Proposed Project’s water demand.
Document Organization
The WSE is organized according to the following sections:
S

S

S

S

Section 1: Proposed Project Introduction. This section provides an overview of the
WSE’s purpose and organization, along with a detailed description of the Proposed
Project, including the land use elements that will create water demand.
Section 2: Proposed Project Estimated Water Demands. This section describes the
methodology used to estimate water demands of the Proposed Project and details the
estimated water demands from initiation through build-out, including an overall 20-year
horizon.
Section 3: Water Supply Characterization. This section characterizes the water
sources identified to serve the Proposed Project. Water sources are characterized for their
projected availability during normal, single dry, and multiple dry year conditions.
Section 4: Sufficiency Analysis. This section assesses whether the projected availability
of the identified water sources will be sufficient to meet the Proposed Project’s water
demand during normal, single dry, and multiple dry year conditions. The analysis
integrates the demand detailed in Section 2 with the characterization of the Proposed
Project’s water sources detailed in Section 3.

1.2 PROPOSED PROJECT DESCRIPTION
The Proposed Project is situated on approximately 771 acres of land located in the Tassajara
Valley area of unincorporated Contra Costa County, east of the City of San Ramon and Town of
Danville (“Project Site”). The northern portion of this land (consisting of approximately 155
acres) is commonly known as the “Northern Site;” the southern portion of this land
(approximately 616 acres) is commonly known as the “Southern Site.” The Northern Site and
Southern Site are separated by Camino Tassajara Road.
Tassajara Parks – Water Supply Evaluation
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As described below, only a small portion of the overall 771 acres is proposed for residential
development; specifically, only 30 acres of the Northern Site are proposed for residential
development (with some additional acreage to be used for related improvements and
infrastructure such as grading, detention basin, etc.) and therefore will have a water demand.
There will be no water demand for the remainder of the Northern Site; in addition, there will be
no water demand for any portion of the Southern Site, as more fully explained below.
Accordingly, only the Northern Site is included in the following sections of this WSE. A brief
description of the Northern Site and the Southern Site is provided below.
Northern Site
The Northern Site consists of approximately 155 acres, located north of Camino Tassajara, west
of Finley Road, and is outside of and adjacent to the existing Contra Costa County Urban Limit
Line (“ULL”). The Northern Site is bounded by undeveloped land to the north, including Mount
Diablo State Park; rural residences, undeveloped land, and Finley Road to the east; Camino
Tassajara to the south; and Tassajara Hills Elementary School and residences within a gated
community to the west.
Southern Site
Located less than one-half mile to the south of the Northern Site, the Southern Site consists of
approximately 616 acres located west of Camino Tassajara, south of Finley Road, and east of the
City of San Ramon. The Southern Site is bounded by undeveloped land, horse stables, and rural
residences to the north; Camino Tassajara, rural residences, a swim school, and a fire station to
the east; and undeveloped land to the south and west.
Approximately 7 acres of the Southern Site has been offered for dedication to the San Ramon
Valley Fire Protection District (“SRVFPD”), for SRVFPD’s potential future public facility use in
a manner consistent with the ULL.3

3

The 7-acre Potential Future Fire District Parcel on the Southern Site has been contingently offered for dedication to
the San Ramon Valley Fire Protection District “SRVFPD” for the agency’s potential future use in a manner
consistent with the ULL and the Project’s P-1 zoning. Note that the SRVFPD has not formally indicated its
intention to accept the contingent offer. Accordingly, as of the writing of this WSE, while the Project applicant has
contingently offered to convey the Potential Future Fire District Parcel, it is not known whether SRVFPD will
accept such offer of dedication, nor is it known what or when (if at all) any such potential future use(s) may be
pursued. If SRVFPD accepts the contingent offer and eventually seeks to pursue development of this Parcel, that
proposal would be required to comply with the Public/Semi-Public General Plan land use designation, the County’s
ULL and related policies, and the restrictions set forth in the Project’s P-1 zoning. The proposal would also be
required to comply with all applicable environmental review requirements under CEQA (which would be triggered
because the SRVFPD would be required to obtain a discretionary land use permit from the County). As such, any
future uses on the Potential future fire District Parcel would be required to be consistent with this land use
designation. No utility infrastructure (or other improvements) would be extended to the Potential Future Fire
District Parcel as part of the Project.
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Project Summary
As described in more detail below, the Proposed Project would consist of approximately 125
single-family homes on a relatively flat, 30-acre portion of the Northern Site (“Residential
Development Area”) (along with some additional acreage (approximately 23.71 acres) that
would be used for related improvements and infrastructure such as grading, detention basin,
etc.). The Proposed Project would thus require a 30-acre change to the ULL, as allowed by the
County’s ULL policies, as reflected in the General Plan and Chapter 82-1 of the Contra Costa
County Ordinance Code. This change would require a super-majority vote of the Board of
Supervisors after one or more of certain findings are made.
All residential development would be restricted to the 30-acre Residential Development Area on
the Northern Site and would consist of the approximately 125 single-family residential units and
related on-site infrastructure such as roadways and water and sewer lines and landscaping
(within these interior roadways). The single-family detached residences would include one- and
two-story homes. Landscaping would be provided, within the right-of-way of the interior
residential streetscape, and the frontage along Camino Tassajara. The Proposed Project would
provide landscaping around the staging areas and graded slope banks of the Northern Site.
In addition to the above urban uses, there would be some non-urban uses on the Northern Site,
such as the proposed staging areas, future trail alignment, detention basin, pump station, and
related grading. These improvements would be constructed on approximately 23.71 acres,
adjacent to the Residential Development Area (“Nonurban Development Area”), except for the
future trail (approximately 0.40 acre) that would be constructed within the Northern Preservation
Area. The Project applicant is also proposing to construct some minor off-site improvements on
the adjacent Tassajara Hills Elementary School parking lot/entrance to improve parking and
circulation, particularly during drop-off and pick-up times.
With respect to the trail facilities, it is anticipated that the Project applicant would set aside land
for a future public pedestrian/equestrian trail, which, once built, would connect two proposed
staging areas, and would also construct the larger of these two staging areas to be located at the
eastern end of “C Street” at the main Project entrance on Camino Tassajara (“Pedestrian Staging
Area”). This pedestrian-oriented staging area would include approximately 21 parking spaces
and a restroom facility and drinking water fountain. The other smaller staging area would be
located off Finley Road in the northeastern portion of the Northern Site (“Finley Road Staging
Area”). Based on initial discussions with EBRPD, it is anticipated that this area would be
conveyed to EBRPD for the purposes of a future equestrian staging area that would be
constructed by EBRPD pursuant to the timeline and design it determines appropriate. The Finley
Road Staging Area (which is intended to serve primarily equestrian uses) would include a gravel
parking lot with approximately 15 parking spaces for vehicles and equestrian trailers. No
restroom facilities or drinking water fountain would be provided at this staging area.
Figure 1-1 demonstrates the proposed residential lots in relation to the entire Northern Site.
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With respect to the Northern Site, the applicant proposes that the Pedestrian Staging Area as well
as the Future Equestrian Staging Area would be conveyed in fee simple to the EBRPD. In
addition, the applicant proposes to grant a perpetual easement over a portion of the Northern Site
to the EBRPD for the purpose of a future trail. The applicant proposes that the entire Northern
Site be annexed into an existing Geologic Hazard Abatement District (“GHAD”) (Pub. Res.
Code §§ 26500 - 26654) for the purpose of appropriately addressing geological hazards as
permitted under the GHAD law. In addition, the GHAD would actually own most of the
Nonurban Development Area and the approximately 101 remaining acres (known as the
“Northern Preservation Area”), subject to deed restrictions that would prohibit any future urban
uses to be developed outside of the Residential Development Area.
In addition, the applicant proposes to convey almost all of the Southern Site (“Southern
Preservation Area”) to the East Bay Regional Park District (“EBRPD”) by fee simple transfer
and/or other appropriate legal mechanism (subject to a conservation easement on the Southern
Preservation Area that would also need to be acceptable to the applicable resource agencies), to
ensure that the Southern Preservation Area is preserved in perpetuity for the following nonurban
uses only, as discussed more fully below: parks, recreation, open space, agriculture, grazing,
scenic, wetland preservation and creation, and habitat mitigation.4

1.3 PROPOSED PROJECT PHASING
For purposes of this WSE, the Proposed Project anticipates all of the approximately 125
residential units will be constructed within 10 years of certification of the EIR and approval of
the requested land use entitlements, with half built within the first 5 years. However, the
Proposed Project would be conditioned such that no more than 100 units would be constructed
within any two-year period. Before constructing any homes, site grading and Project-wide
infrastructure development will begin. Some infrastructure and site grading would continue
throughout all phases of the Proposed Project, as necessary. These activities include, among
other things, installing facilities for potable water, sewer, electric, telecommunications, gas,
stormwater, and roads. During these activities, a small water demand will exist – referred to in
this WSE as “construction water.” This demand is included in the projected annual water
demands presented in Section 2.

4

Also see prior discussion regarding the 7-acre Potential Future Fire District Parcel on the Southern Site.
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Figure 1-1 – Proposed Project Location
(image provided by David Babcock + Associates)
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SECTION 2 – PROPOSED PROJECT ESTIMATED WATER DEMANDS
2.1 INTRODUCTION
This section describes the methodology, provides the supporting evidence, and presents the
estimated annual water demands for the Proposed Project. For the purpose of estimating annual
water demand, the Proposed Project is planned to develop according to the phasing discussed in
Section 1.

2.2 DETERMINING UNIT WATER DEMAND FACTORS
As detailed in Section 1, the Proposed Project consists of a total of approximately 125 residential
units and accompanying infrastructure and improvements such as streetscapes, along with two
trailhead staging areas5 connected by a future trail (to be constructed by EBRPD). To understand
the water needs of the Proposed Project, unique water demand factors are used that correspond
with the anticipated residential lots and other Proposed Project attributes. This subsection
presents the methodology for determining the unit water demand factors that become the basis of
the Proposed Project water demand estimates. Two distinct groups of demand factors are
presented: (1) residential, and (2) non-residential. For this Proposed Project, the non-residential
uses are limited to streetscapes, temporary construction water, and a public restroom facility and
drinking water fountain at the Pedestrian Staging Area.
Values developed for each distinct group are based on several sources of information, details of
which are provided in the following subsections.
2.2.1

Current and Future Mandates

There are several factors that affect the development of unit water demand factors, ranging from
state and County landscape and other water-use mandates to changes in the types of housing
products being offered. These factors are incorporated into the determination of unit water
demand factors and discussed in this section. Characteristics of the factors relevant to this WSE
are described below.
2.2.1.1 Water Conservation Objectives
On November 10, 2009, Governor Arnold Schwarzenegger signed Senate Bill No. 7 (SBX7-7),
which established a statewide goal of achieving a 20 percent reduction in urban per capita water

5

There would be a restroom facility and drinking water fountain at the larger, pedestrian-oriented staging area
(Pedestrian Staging Area) but no restroom facilities or drinking water fountains would be built at the smaller,
equestrian-oriented staging area (Future Equestrian Staging Area). The Project applicant would be obligated to
construct the Pedestrian Staging Area; it is anticipated that the Project applicant would set aside land for the Future
Equestrian Staging Area, which would be constructed by EBRPD in accordance with its timing and design
standards.
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use by 2020 for urban retail water suppliers.6 Since the Proposed Project is yet to be built, this
legislation only indirectly applies.
The efforts undertaken throughout the County by urban retail suppliers to comply with this
statute, though not directly, would affect the Proposed Project’s use of appliances, fixtures,
landscapes and other water using features, through changes or additions to County ordinances
and/or through an emerging “conservation ethic” anticipated to develop in communities in and
around the Proposed Project.
2.2.1.2 Indoor Infrastructure Requirements
In January 2010, the California Building Standards Commission adopted the statewide
mandatory Green Building Standards Code (hereafter the “CAL Green Code”) that requires the
installation of water-efficient indoor infrastructure for all new projects beginning after January 1,
2011. The CAL Green Code was incorporated as Part 11 into Title 24 of the California Code of
Regulations.7 The Cal Green Code was revised in 2013, with the revisions taking effect on
January 1, 2014; however these revisions do not substantially change water use contemplated by
the 2010 Cal Green Code.8 The CAL Green Code has also been modified through emergency
rulemaking to respond to the Governor’s emergency drought proclamations, although these
modifications only address outdoor water use, which is analyzed in section 2.2.1.3 of this WSE.
The CAL Green Code applies to the planning, design, operation, construction, use and
occupancy of every newly constructed building or structure. All Proposed Project land uses
must satisfy the indoor water use infrastructure standards necessary to meet the CAL Green
Code.
The CAL Green Code requires residential and non-residential water efficiency and conservation
measures for new buildings and structures that will reduce the overall potable water use inside
each building and structure by 20 percent. The 20 percent water savings can be achieved in one
of the following ways: (1) installation of plumbing fixtures and fittings that meet the 20 percent
reduced flow rate specified in the CAL Green Code, or (2) by demonstrating a 20 percent
reduction in water use from the building “water use baseline.”9 The Proposed Project would
6

California Water Code § 10608.20.
The CAL Green Code is Part 11 in Title 24. All references in this WSE will be to the Chapter and Section
numbers that appear in the adopted document which may be obtained by visiting the California Building Standards
Commission web site at: http://www.documents.dgs.ca.gov/bsc/CALGreen/2010_CA_Green_Bldg.pdf
8
The 2010 CAL Green Code was evaluated by the California Department of Housing and Community Development
(HCD) for updates during the 2012 Triennial Code Adoption Cycle. HCD evaluated stakeholder input, changes in
technology, implementation of sustainable building goals in California, and changes in statutory requirements. As
such, the scope of the CAL Green Code was increased to include both low-rise and high-rise residential structures,
additions and alterations.” Guide to the 2013 California Green Building Standards Code (Residential), HCD, 2013.
9
See CAL Green Code. For residential construction, Section 4.303.1 provides the residential water conservation
standard and Table 4.303.2 identifies the infrastructure requirements to meet this standard. Table 4.303.1 and
Worksheets WS-1 and WS-2 are to be used in calculating the baseline and the reduced water use if Option 2 is
selected. For non-residential construction, Section 5.303.2.3 provides the water conservation standard as well as the
baseline and reduced flow rate infrastructure standards. Note that Worksheets WS-1 and WS-2 incorporate both
residential and non-residential fixtures, yet the water use is still to be analyzed by “building or structure” as
specified in Chapter 1, Section 101.3.
7
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satisfy one of these two requirements through the use of appliances and fixtures such as highefficiency toilets, faucet aerators, on-demand water heaters, or other fixtures as well as Energy
Star and California Energy Commission-approved appliances.
2.2.1.3 California Model Water Efficient Landscape Ordinance and County Ordinance
The Water Conservation in Landscaping Act was enacted in 2006, requiring the Department of
Water Resources (“DWR”) to update the Model Water Efficient Landscape Ordinance
(“MWELO”).10 In 2009, the Office of Administrative Law (OAL) approved the updated
MWELO, which required a retail water supplier or a county to adopt the provisions of the
MWELO by January 1, 2010, or to enact its own provisions equal to or more restrictive than the
MWELO provisions.11,12 Outdoor water use is also subject to regulation under the CAL Green
Code, which typically provides a standard that can be made more stringent based on
requirements in MWELO or in the County ordinance. The analysis in this section is based on the
CAL Green Code, as it existed at the end of May 2015.13
Contra Costa County’s water conservation landscaping in new developments ordinance is
contained in Chapter 82-26 of the County Ordinance Code. As stated in Chapter 82-26,
residential landscaped areas are only allowed to have a maximum of 25 percent of the “common
area” planted in turf. Ninety percent of the remaining area must be planted with drought-tolerant
plants. Under the County’s ordinance, single-family residential “common areas” are defined to

10

Gov. Code §§ 65591-65599.
California Code of Regulations (CCR), Tit. 23, Div. 2, Ch. 27, Sec. 492.4. The MWELO provides the local
agency discretion to calculate the landscape water budget assuming a portion of landscape demand is met by
precipitation, which would further reduce the outdoor water budget. For purposes of a conservative analysis in this
WSE, precipitation is not assumed to satisfy a portion of the outdoor landscape requirement because the
determination of an appropriate effective precipitation factor is highly uncertain given the various landscape slopes,
terrain composition, concurrent watering schedules, etc.
12
In response to the governor’s executive order dated April 1, 2015, (EI B-29-15), DWR updated the MWELO and
the California Water Commission approved the revised MWELO on July 15, 2015. The changes include a reduction
to 55% for the maximum amount of water that may be applied to a landscape for residential projects, which reduces
the landscape area that can be planted with high water use plants, such a turf. For residential projects, the coverage
of high water use plants is reduced to 25% of the landscaped area (down from 33%). The County landscape
ordinance will be updated to be at least as stringent as the updated MWELO, or else the MWELO will be applied as
the default landscape ordinance. (See
http://www.water.ca.gov/wateruseefficiency/landscapeordinance/docs/MWELO%202015%20Revision%20Fact%20
Sheet.pdf [last visited August 11, 2015].) This WSE applies the updated MWELO in calculating the Proposed
Project’s exterior water demand.
13
This analysis does not include consideration of the modifications that were adopted on an emergency basis to
respond to the Governor’s emergency drought proclamations, which became effective on June 1, 2015. Application
of these modifications would reduce the outdoor water requirements, but further reductions will now already
required based on in the MWELO update that was approved by the California Water Commission on July 15, 2015.
The approach taken in this WSE to analyze outdoor water demand is environmentally conservative, because it would
overestimate the Proposed Project’s water demand if further restrictions on irrigated residential landscaping were
ultimately adopted.
11
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only be the front yard areas.14 Thus, residential backyards are understood to be exempt from this
ordinance – potentially increasing the demand for residential outdoor watering.
Although the text of the County’s water conservation landscaping ordinance does not provide a
particular calculation method for allowed water use, the ordinance will be updated to be at least
as stringent as the State’s updated MWELO. Therefore, this WSE uses the methods described in
the updated MWELO in setting landscaping irrigation limits. For the purposes of this WSE, the
MWELO limit is applied to all parts of the Proposed Project.
The newly updated MWELO applies to new construction with a landscape area greater than 500
square feet (the prior MWELO applies to landscapes greater than 2,500 square feet).15 The
MWELO provides a methodology to calculate total water use based upon a given plant factor
and irrigation efficiency. Finally, the MWELO requires the landscape design plan to delineate
hydrozones (based upon plant factors) and then to assign a unique valve for each hydrozone
(low, medium, high water use).16
2.2.1.4 Metering, Volumetric Pricing, and Water Budgets
California Water Code section 525 requires water purveyors to install meters on all new service
connections after January 1, 1992. California Water Code section 527 requires water purveyors
to charge for water based upon the actual volume of water delivered if a meter has been installed.
Though the water retailer for the Proposed Project would be billing customers on a volumetric
basis, this action alone is not expected to substantially reduce water use. However, it is
anticipated that the retail billing system would encourage and help maintain reasonable use (e.g.
through implementation of a tiered rate structure and/or water budgets with penalties), so that the
Proposed Project’s water demands at build-out are not reasonably expected to grow as the
Proposed Project ages.

2.3 RESIDENTIAL WATER USE DEMAND FACTORS
The Proposed Project anticipates two general lot-size designations. The size of the lot has the
greatest impact on the annual per-lot demand for water as the irrigation needs for landscaping
increase with larger landscaped areas. In contrast, indoor water demands remain relatively
consistent regardless of lot size, but do vary slightly based on the number of people per dwelling
unit. Distinct demand factors are provided for the following residential uses:
S

S

Indoor Residential Use – this category identifies the generally anticipated water use for
an average household.
Outdoor Residential Use – this category addresses the landscape water demands for the
two lot sizes planned within the Proposed Project.

14

“The landscaping of front yards as part of new development would be considered as common area, and would be
subject to the requirements outlined in this chapter.” (Contra Costa County Ordinance Code 82-26.402(b).
15
CCR Tit. 23, Div. 2, Ch. 27, Sec. 490.1.
16
CCR Tit. 23, Div. 2, Ch. 27, Secs. 492.3(a)(2)(A) and 492.7(a)(2).
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For purposes of this WSE, residential unit water demand factors are described as “the acre-feet
of water use annually per dwelling unit” – or acre-feet/dwelling unit (af/du).
2.3.1

Indoor Residential Water Use Factors

The Proposed Project’s residential elements would be built in accordance with all applicable,
then-current building codes including, without limitation, the Cal Green Code discussed
previously, and as it may be modified prior to Project implementation.
The Proposed Project’s indoor demands are informed by the Alamo Creek development, which is
a relatively new community located in Contra Costa County just southwest of the Proposed
Project. Because the Proposed Project’s residential elements would be built in accordance with
all of the building codes in effect at the time of Project implementation, including the Cal Green
Code, as noted above, this would result in indoor water use similar to other new developments.17
For purposes of this WSE, single-family detached homes are estimated to use 0.18 acre-feet per
year (af/yr) for indoor water demand. This indoor unit demand factor is based upon an assumed
value of 55 gallons-per person per day, with an assumed average occupancy rate of 3 people per
house.18 The assumed per-person rate of 55 gallons per day is derived from California Water
Code Section 10608.20(b)(2)(A), which states a value of 55 gallons per capita (i.e., per person)
per day (gpcd) be used for estimating indoor residential use targets. When multiplied, the perperson use results in a per-dwelling unit demand of 0.18 acre-feet per year.
This indoor use value has been confirmed through analyses of residential water meter data and is
reflective of new suburban single-family dwelling units and older homes retrofitted with new
water efficient fixtures and appliances.19
Furthermore, EBMUD uses the residential indoor 55 gpcd value when determining its targeted
overall per-capita water use to be in compliance with California Water Code 10608.20(b)(2)(A)

17

The indoor demands assumed for purposes of Alamo Creek’s environmental analysis anticipated 189,000 gallons
per day (gpd) to serve 1,060 single-family homes. This reflects 0.20 acre-feet/year indoor use for single-family
homes. With the implementation of new plumbing codes, water efficient fixtures, and appliances, the Proposed
Project is reasonably expected to realize a lower indoor demand factor than experienced by existing development
within the Alamo Creek project.
18
The 3 person per house occupancy rate is actually higher than the average single family occupancy rate for
Danville (2.77) and for San Ramon (2.91) per the California Department of Finance census data available from “E-5
Population and Housing Estimates for Cities, Counties, and the State, 2011-2016 with 2010 Census Benchmark”
available at: http://www.dof.ca.gov/Forecasting/Demographics/Estimates/E-5/. Also, the Town of Danville’s
General Plan 2030 EIR uses a value of 2.9 for single family homes (see p. 4.12-9).
19
With the increasingly stringent requirements of building codes as well as water and energy efficiency codes, it is
likely that the actual indoor demand of the Proposed Project may be below the stated 0.18 af/yr number. Recently,
the Governor issued Executive Order B-37-16 that, among other orders, directed state agencies to develop new
urban water use targets including a standard for indoor residential per-capita water use. These new targets are to
“build upon the existing state law” that requires a 20% reduction in urban water use by 2020 – which includes the
suggested 55 gallons-per-person per day planning guidance.
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as documented in its most recent Urban Water Management Plan.20 The use by EBMUD further
substantiates the use of this indoor demand factor for purposes of estimating the Proposed
Project demand.
2.3.2

Outdoor Residential Water Use Factors

Outdoor water use is primarily a factor of lot size and the extent of landscaping. The Proposed
Project includes approximately 125 lots with two average lot sizes: 5,000 square feet and 7,500
square feet.21
Outdoor demands for the Proposed Project are calculated based on regulations contained in the
County’s water conservation landscaping ordinance discussed previously. The ordinance
provides a methodology to calculate landscape water demands that follows the MWELO
example. The MWELO provides for determining the Maximum Applied Water Allowance
(“MAWA”) where the maximum is determined as 55 percent of the reference evapotranspiration
for the area, resulting in the following equation:22
MAWA = (ETo) (0.62)(0.55 x LA), where ETo is the reference evapotranspiration
in inches per year, and LA is the landscape area. 0.62 is a conversion factor to
gallons. The resulting value is in “gallons per year”
A primary factor in this calculation is evapotranspiration (“ET”). The methodology directs the
use of ET from a reference crop, such as maintained grass – a value referred to as ETo (see
footnote under Section 2.2.1.3). For the Proposed Project, the ETo value used is 48 inches per
year (or 4 feet per year).23
Besides the ETo value, the primary factor driving outdoor water use on a per lot basis is the size
of the lot and square footage of landscaping. To provide flexibility to the Proposed Project to
landscape lots as appropriate (and within the County’s standards) and to provide a conservative
assumption for this analysis, each lot is assumed to have a landscaped area equal to the lot square
footage minus the house footprint and a reasonable amount of hardscape with a limit of up to
25% turf in the front yard.24 The remaining area of each lot is conservatively assumed to
demand the maximum allowed by the updated MWELO. This approach provides for a
conservatively higher estimated outdoor water demand.
Given the Proposed Project includes approximately 125 lots with two average lot sizes of 5,000
square feet and 7,500 square feet, the outdoor water demand would be heavily driven by the area
20

https://wuedata.water.ca.gov/public/uwmp_attachments/2086515128/EBMUD%20Target%20Method%202%20Tab
les.xlsx
21
Certain lots may be slightly larger or smaller, depending on the grading and final layout of the Proposed Project.
However, those variations will be nominal and will not materially affect the Proposed Project’s total demand.
22
This formula reflects the latest revision to the MAWA that became mandatory as of December 1, 2015.
23
EBMUD uses a ETo value of 48 inches for portions of their service area in proximity to the Proposed Project
(personal communication on August 11, 2016 with Mr. Richard Harris, EBMUD Manager of Conservation).
24
Chapter 82-26 of Contra Costa County Ordinance Code.
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of hardscape (e.g., a driveway, walkways, and patios around the house) and the County water
conservation landscape ordinance. The average building footprint is assumed to be 2,000 square
feet.25 The various other lot features such as driveway, patio, and walkways would further
reduce the amount of available landscaping area by approximately 1,500 square feet.26 This
leaves an assumed landscaped area of 1,500 square feet for the smaller lots, and 4,000 squarefeet for the larger lots.
Using the MAWA equation above, maximum permissible landscape water demands would come
to 0.08 acre-feet/year for the smaller lots, and 0.20 acre-feet per year for the larger lots. The
County’s ordinance may further reduce these estimates, but these provide a conservatively high
outdoor residential water demand value. The County’s ordinance requires the home builder to
provide landscape plan options to prospective home buyers at the time of purchase, where the
plans include a limitation on front-yard turf (maximum of 25% front yard allowed to be turf).
For the remaining planted area, 90% of the plants must be low water, drought-tolerant plants,
although backyards are not subject to these limitations. The County’s ordinance also directs
homebuilders to provide homeowners with water budgets.
2.3.3

Summary of Residential Water Use Demand Factors

Table 2-1 provides a summary of the unit water demand factor used to estimate the Proposed
Project’s water use.
Table 2-1 – Summary of Proposed Project Demand Factors (af/yr)
Unit Type
5,000 sf
7,500 sf

Indoor
Demand
0.18
0.18

Outdoor
Demand
0.08
0.20

Unit
Demand
0.26
0.38

As a comparison, the Project applicant requested recent water use data from EBMUD for the
Alamo Creek residential development project located near the Proposed Project location.
Customer water use at Alamo Creek provides a useful benchmark for comparing the estimated
project demands. In respond to the request, EBMUD provided Alamo Creek customer use data
for 2013 for about 300 homes.27 The data indicated average use of approximately 315 gallons per
day per house. This translates to a demand factor of 0.35 acre-feet per year per house. As shown
in Table 2-1, the Proposed Project anticipates demands to range between 0.26 and 0.38 acre-feet
per year per house, depending on the lot size. These values are consistent with recent data from
existing customers.
25

Planned 2,000 to 4,000 square foot, single or two-story homes built using common features and layouts to
minimize variance in hardscape area.
26
Assumed 1,500 square-feet for driveways and other hardscape features.
27
E-mail communication from Mr. David Rehnstrom on August 18, 2016.
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2.4 NON-RESIDENTIAL WATER USE DEMAND FACTORS
The Proposed Project has minimal non-residential features and therefore limited non-residential
water demands. For purposes of this WSE, the per-lot demand for non-residential classifications
is described as either “the acre-feet of water use annually per acre of land,” acre-feet/acre (af/ac),
or as a single demand projection for a demand category such as the public restroom facility and
related drinking water fountain (e.g., which has a unit of “1”), acre-feet/unit (af/unit). These
values reflect indoor and outdoor water needs expected for typical non-residential use for each of
the following classifications:
S
S

S

Streetscapes
Pedestrian Trailhead Access and Public Restroom/Drinking Water Fountain (Pedestrian
Staging Area)
Other miscellaneous uses, including wetland preserve, and temporary construction water

The method and basis for determining the unit water demand factor for each of these
classifications is detailed in the following subsections.
Streetscapes
The Proposed Project includes streetscapes along the primary road and entrance to the
development. Additional community plantings will be located at access points to the proposed
trail system/Pedestrian Staging Area. Based upon preliminary landscape plans, the Proposed
Project would have approximately 1 acre, cumulatively, of streetscapes that are not otherwise
reflected in the individual residential lot water demands.28 Water demand factors are
conservatively based on 45 percent of the MAWA under the new MWELO restrictions for nonresidential landscaping, which equates to approximately 1.8 acre-feet per year. Total irrigation
demand for the right-of-way landscaping is therefore conservatively estimated at 2 acre-feet per
year.
Pedestrian Trailhead Access and Public Restroom
The Proposed Project includes public restrooms (with drinking water fountain) at a pedestrian
trailhead staging area (Pedestrian Staging Area) immediately adjacent to the residential
component and just east of the wetlands area, all within the southwestern half of the Northern
Site depicted in Figure 1-1. Given the nature of the proposed staging area, it is assumed that the
two-restroom facility would have a minor use that, for purposes of this WSE, is assumed to be
equivalent to the indoor residential demand of 0.18 acre-feet per year. This is equivalent to
approximately 160 gallons per day, which likely greatly exceeds the actual use of the two toilets,
sinks and public drinking fountain.

28

Street landscaping within the Proposed Project would be within the right-of-ways of each lot, so the water demand
for trees and other plantings along sidewalks are already reflected in the residential water demand calculations.
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Other Miscellaneous Uses
The Proposed Project has additional miscellaneous land uses including temporary construction
water, a wetland preserve on the Northern Site, and creation of a wetland on the Southern Site
for purposes of habitat mitigation. These uses have minimal impacts to the overall projected
water use due to their limited size and water needs as described below.
Wetland Preserve
The Proposed Project intends to preserve an existing wetland area adjacent to Camino Tassajara
Road on the Northern Site. Outside of minimal access roads and trails required, no urban
development would be allowed in this area and no mitigation requirements exist that would
result in long-term or even temporary water demands. Therefore, this component of the
Proposed Project has no estimated water demand.
On the Southern Site, a proposed mitigation wetland will be created. However, this wetland will
also not have a water demand, as it will be served by the existing upstream drainages, overland
sheet flows and natural precipitation.29
Construction Water
As stated in Section 1, the Proposed Project would include site grading and infrastructure
installation. These and other construction elements would require dust suppression and other
incidental water uses. These are estimated to be nominal, and would not continue beyond the
construction phases of the Proposed Project. For purposes of identifying incremental water
demands, construction water is conservatively assumed for purposes of this WSE to be 1 acrefoot per year (this is about 300,000 gallons – or over 750 fill-ups of a 4,000 gallon water truck
per year – twice daily).
Summary of Non-Residential Demands
Table 2-2 provides a summary of the non-residential demand factors used to estimate the
Proposed Project’s future demands.
Table 2-2 – Summary of Non-Residential Demand Factors
Land Use
Streetscape
Trailhead bathroom
Wetland
Construction

Demand
(af/yr)
2
0.18
0
1

Notes
on-going demand
on-going demand
no water demand
temporary demand

29

At a minimum, all impacts to waters of the U.S. and State would be compensated for via creation of new waters of
the U.S. and State at a 2:1 (creation to impact) ratio, or as otherwise specified in permitting conditions imposed by
the Corps and RWQCB. The applicant proposes to create at least 0.80 acre of new wetland to mitigate for Projectrelated impacts to U.S. and State waters.
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2.5 PROPOSED PROJECT WATER DEMAND PROJECTION
Combining the Proposed Project’s land use details and phasing with the demand factors
presented in Table 2-1 and Table 2-2, the water demands for the Proposed Project from
implementation to build-out can be estimated. At completion, the Proposed Project is
conservatively estimated to need approximately 42 acre-feet of water annually (prior to
considerations of dry-year exterior demand and non-revenue water, described in the next
subsections), approximately 46 acre-feet of water annually when considering non-revenue water,
and up to approximately 48 acre-feet of water annually when considering increased exterior
irrigation demand during a dry year—as shown in Table 2-3 and discussed in section 2.5.2.
2.5.1

Non-Revenue Water Demands

The demand factors presented earlier in this section represent the demand for water at the
residential customer meter for each category. To fully represent the Proposed Project’s demand
on water resources, non-revenue water also needs to be included. Non-revenue water represents
all of the water necessary to deliver to the customer accounts and reflects distribution system
leaks, water demands from potentially un-metered uses such as fire protection, hydrant flushing,
and unauthorized connections, and inescapable inaccuracies in meter readings.30 In most
instances, the predominant source of non-revenue water is from system leaks – the loss from
fittings and connections from water sources through treatment plants, tanks, pumping plants,
major delivery system back-bone pipelines, and community distribution systems. Because a
significant portion of the delivery system used to bring water to the Proposed Project will be
new, the percentage of non-revenue water is estimated to meet the 10 percent goal set forth by
the American Water Works Association. Therefore, the Proposed Project’s water delivery
system is expected to require an additional 4 af/yr at build-out to serve the residences and other
Project needs. That 4 af/yr is referred to as a “loss factor” in Table 2-3.

30

The American Water Works Association and the California Urban Water Conservation Council recognize the
inherent non-revenue water that is either lost or not accounted for in urban treated water distribution systems, and
therefore suggest purveyors strive for keeping this anticipated conveyance loss to a value of 10% of all delivered
water. Obtaining this value is dependent on numerous factors including the age and extent of distribution system
infrastructure, meter rehabilitation programs, and how a purveyor accounts for actions such as fire flows and hydrant
flushing.
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Table 2-3 – Estimated Proposed Project Water Demands
Unit Count or Acres
Category
Residential
5000 SF
Lot
7500 SF
Lot

Indoor
Outdoor
Indoor
Outdoor

Demand Factor

2020

2025

2030

2035

2040

31

63

63

63

63

31

62

62

62

62

(af/du or af/ac)
0.18

Demand (af/yr)
2020

2025

2030

2035

2040

0.08

6
2

11
5

11
5

11
5

11
5

0.18

6

11

11

11

11

0.20

6

13

13

13

13

Total Residential Demand

40

Other
Street scaping
Trailhead Restroom
Construction Water

1
0
1

1
1
0

1
1
0

1
1
0

1
1
0

Loss Factor

1.80
0.18
1.0
Total Indoor
Total Outdoor
Total

2
0
1
11
11
23

2
0.18
0
23
19
42

2
0.18
0
23
19
42

2
0.18
0
23
19
42

2
0.18
0
23
19
42

10%

2

4

4

4

4

25

46

46

46

46

Total with Loss

2.5.2

Water Demands during Single- and Multiple-Dry Year Conditions

To adequately assess the sufficiency of available water supplies – see Section 4 – the Proposed
Project’s normal-year water demand is modified to reflect anticipated increases in demand
during drier conditions. Conservative modifications to the estimated Proposed Project’s water
demand are made to reflect conditions expected during single-dry and multiple-dry year events
as follows:
Single dry year: Landscape irrigation demands would increase to reflect the generalized
earlier start of the landscape irrigation season due to limited rainfall in the single driest year.
Since this increase only applies to the outdoor portion of a customer’s demand, an adjustment
factor of 5 percent is applied to the total normal-year water demand values to conservatively
reflect the expected increase in demand for water.31
Multiple dry years: During multiple dry years, demands are also expected to increase during
the first in a series of dry years – as discussed above for the single dry year condition.
However, during the second and third consecutive dry years, demands also are expected to

31

Based on meter studies and work with DWR on “weather normalization” of per capita water use values, Tully &
Young has demonstrated that urban water use increases during low rainfall months. Based on conversations with
urban water purveyors, DWR and landscape water professionals, it appears common for landscape irrigation timers
to be turned on “early” when February and March are unusually dry. This results in a higher demand for water
compared to years with normal rainfall during late winter and spring.
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reflect water shortage contingency plans implemented by the retail water purveyor.32 During
the second year, the water purveyor is assumed to request a reduction target of 10 percent. To
be environmentally conservative, this WSE assumes a resulting demand reduction of 5 percent
to accommodate conservatively low participation by customers. During the third year, the
purveyor is expected to set a conservation target of 20 percent. For this analysis, the demands
in the third year are only reduced by 10 percent to, again, reflect the possibility of a
conservatively low participation rate by the customers.33 Thus, during multiple dry
conditions, demands initially increase due to reduced effective precipitation, but then decrease
due to short-term conservation measures.
The estimated water demands for single dry and multiple dry years are shown in Table 2-4.
Table 2-4 –Proposed Project Water Demands under Dry-Year Conditions

% Increase (reduction)
Resulting Demand (af/yr)

2.5.3

Multiple Dry Year
Single Dry
Year 1
5%
5%
48
48

Year 2
0%
46

Year 3
-10%
41

Estimated Maximum Day Demand of Forecast Annual Water Demand

The preceding section details the forecast annual water demand, which provides the foundation
for assessing and planning distribution system infrastructure to meet the Proposed Project’s
expected water needs. When translated into anticipated peak water demands during the expected
maximum day, the forecast annual water demand helps to define water system design elements,
such as storage and pumping capacities.
It is proposed that EBMUD deliver potable water to the Proposed Project. The Proposed Project
would be served through EBMUD’s Scenic Pressure Zone. The Scenic Pressure Zone has 9
million gallons (MG) of storage capacity and 25.3 million gallons per day (MGD) of pumping
capacity — significantly more than enough to meet demands from existing customers plus new
demand from the Proposed Project. For example, 2015 storage demand was 5.3 MG, leaving 3.7
MG of excess storage capacity for new land uses, which are expected to use potable water
32

This WSE anticipates the retail purveyor serving the Proposed Project will apply a water shortage contingency
plan to address drought conditions. This would be consistent with the County’s ordinance regarding water
conservation.
33
If EBMUD were to serve the Proposed Project, its water shortage contingency plan would apply. For purposes of
CEQA review, this WSE conservatively assumes low participation from customers during multiple dry-year drought
conditions, which makes the assessment of water supply sufficiency conservative. Furthermore, as demonstrated by
the State’s urban water conservation mandates that took effect on August 1, 2014, participation in a local water
purveyor’s water shortage plan might be lower than anticipated. To address that issue during 2014’s drought
conditions, the State imposed mandatory conservation requirements in 2015 – subject to fines for violations. As of
August 2015, the mandatory conservation requirements have proven considerably more effective. See
http://www.waterboards.ca.gov/waterrights/water_issues/programs/drought/docs/suppliercompliance_073015.pdf
(last visited August 12, 2015); see also
http://www.waterboards.ca.gov/water_issues/programs/conservation_portal/docs/uw_presentation080415.pdf (last
visited August 12, 2015).
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system capacity at lower rates than older, existing residential development due to MWELO and
modern indoor plumbing and appliance standards. EBMUD periodically updates infrastructure
capacity planning assumptions to reflect evolving legal requirements and recent experience and
plans to do so in 2017.
Meanwhile, to plan for the Proposed Project’s water system infrastructure, it is useful to
translate, or to convert, its annual potable water demand of 46 acre-feet into an estimate of likely
maximum day demands (MDD). When the typical annual demand for a single family home is
evaluated on a monthly demand basis, it becomes evident that winter water use is lower than
summer water use. This observation is logical, because indoor water use is fairly constant year
round but irrigation water use occurs primarily during the dry season months. Representing that
pattern on a graph (normalized using data from many water meters) generates a curve that is flat
in the winter, gradually ascends in the spring, peaks in the summer and again descends in the fall.
The flat winter period generally represents the residential indoor demand, which remains nearly
consistent throughout the entire year while the peak period represents the irrigation demands that
generally start around March or April, peak in July and August, then taper off by September and
October. Generally there is a significant difference between average monthly indoor demands
seen in January, February and December, and the additional monthly demand to meet irrigation
needs over the summer. The Average Day Demand (ADD) reflects the average of these lower
winter demands and higher summer demands. For the Proposed Project, the 46 af/yr of average
annual demand translates into an ADD of approximately 41,000 gallons per day (or 0.041
million gallons per day, or MGD).
The ADD is generally multiplied by a factor to estimate the MDD, which is then used for
infrastructure sizing and design. Historically, EBMUD has multiplied ADD by a factor of 2.5 to
estimate the MDD.34 However, this factor would not be appropriate for considering
infrastructure design elements related to the Proposed Project.
Specifically, when comparing the indoor and outdoor water demand factors presented in Table 23, the indoor demand represents 70 percent of the total annual average demand for the smaller
lots, and 47 percent for the larger lots. Equal numbers of each lot size are planned. A blended
ratio reflects an indoor water demand for the Proposed Project of approximately 58 percent of
each residential lot’s total water demand. Historically, especially in this area of Contra Costa
County, the indoor water demand of existing customers is generally less than 50 percent of the
lot’s annual demand — reflecting significant exterior irrigation demands from older landscaping
approaches that are more water intensive than allowed by current law. Because the new Cal
Green Code and MWELO (discussed previously) further restrict landscape plant types and limit
resulting irrigation demands, the Proposed Project’s monthly water demand will not mirror
demand from most existing residential development in EBMUD’s service area; it will be lower.
As discussed previously, residential indoor demand is generally the primary demand seen during
the low-demand months of December, January and February, with the summer irrigation
34

Information provided to the Project Team by EBMUD during a meeting on August 18, 2016.
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demands adding to the comparatively steady indoor demand to spike residential demand during
the summer dry season months. The ADD represents the average of the high and the low, while
the MDD represents the high. But, because the Proposed Project’s indoor demand is greater than
50 percent of the total annual demand, the difference between the high and the low demands that
are averaged in the ADD value is less dramatic than with typical existing residential
development. Thus, the multiplier to derive MDD from the Proposed Project’s ADD should not
be the 2.5 factor derived from existing, older residential development reflecting looser or no
restrictions on irrigated landscape. Because high percentage of consistent indoor use, and the
limited addition of irrigation demands due to recently increased MWELO restrictions, the MDD
for the Proposed Project will more likely be a factor of 2.0 or lower. Use of an unrealistically
large MDD factor can lead to potable water system performance problems from over-sizing
infrastructure. An appropriate MDD factor would be developed for the Proposed Project in
coordination with EBMUD.
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SECTION 3 – WATER SUPPLY CHARACTERIZATION
3.1 INTRODUCTION
This Water Supply Evaluation (“WSE”) describes two sources of water supply identified to
meet, or offset, the estimated water demands of the Proposed Project with a margin of safety.
Those sources of water supply are:
1. CPUD Water: A long-term agreement for the purchase of sufficient water to meet the
Proposed Project’s maximum water demand of up to 48 af/yr and conveyance losses35 of
about 3 af/yr from Calaveras Public Utility District (“CPUD”) pursuant to pre-1914
appropriative water rights exercised in connection with ongoing operations of Schaads
Reservoir on the Middle Fork of the Mokelumne River; and
1. Offsite Water Conservation: Augmenting the availability of potable water from East
Bay Municipal Utility District (“EBMUD”) by accelerating currently planned
conservation and/or expanding conservation beyond currently planned levels approved in
the Water Supply Management Program 2040 (WSMP) within EBMUD’s service area by
an amount that offsets the Proposed Project’s water demand.
The second potential water supply option involves augmenting the availability of potable water
from EBMUD by The prior WSE, dated December 2015, included a “Recycled Water” source of
supply that would have expanded recycled water use within EBMUD’s existing service area to
reduce existing potable water use for landscape irrigation by an amount sufficient to offset the
Proposed Project’s water demand. After EBMUD provided factual information about where
recycled water use could be expanded for this purpose, new information arose about the
availability of recycled water for expanded use. Specifically, the City of Pleasanton started
carrying out a new recycled water program that reduces the availability of recycled water to
expand EBMUD’s recycled water program for purposes of offsetting the Proposed Project’s
demand. Based on that new information, the Proposed Project has eliminated the recycled water
option and developed the Offsite Water Conservation source of supply.
Either of the Proposed Project’s water supply sources would be sufficient to independently
ensure that the Proposed Project’s demand is fully met, while addressing the operational needs of
the entities involved in delivering the water. The 30-acre Residential Development Area is
physically adjacent to EBMUD’s existing service area. Given the Project’s location next to
EBMUD’s existing water development and distribution system, the Proposed Project would seek
35

Although the Proposed Project’s water demand already accommodates additional water associated with leakage
during distribution from treatment plants to the customer, the delivery of water from Schaads to Pardee (as discussed
under this supply option) will require a release of slightly more water than the Proposed Project demand to
accommodate water lost during transport to Pardee.
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to have EBMUD play a role in implementing the water strategy, which could be structured,
subject to the EBMUD Board’s discretion, based on a wheeling agreement, an extra-territorial
water service agreement, or through a service territory annexation (i.e., alternative transaction
structures), as described more fully below.
Those alternative transaction structures are as follows:
Wheeling: Under Water Code section 1810 et seq., the proponent of the Proposed Project could
pay EBMUD for the use of capacity in its water distribution system to “wheel” CPUD water to
the Proposed Project. Under this approach, the Proposed Project would form a mutual water
company or arrange for a state-regulated investor-owned water utility company to perform the
role of retail water purveyor by taking delivery of the CPUD water and collecting water service
rates to pay for the water supply, use of EBMUD’s distribution system, and operation and
maintenance of the retail distribution system within the Proposed Project. The financial and
other terms by which EBMUD would wheel water to the Proposed Project would be documented
in a written agreement between EBMUD and the entity providing retail water service to the
Proposed Project.
Extra-territorial Water Service Agreement: The Proposed Project could assign the CPUD water
to EBMUD, which could serve the Proposed Project pursuant to an extra-territorial water service
agreement authorized under Government Code section 56133. Alternatively, the Proposed
Project could pay for expanded water conservation to reduce potable water demand within
EBMUD’s service area and thereby augment potable water availability by an amount that fully
offsets the Proposed Project’s demand, thus providing the basis for EBMUD to serve the
Proposed Project pursuant to an extra-territorial water service agreement. Regardless of which
water source is selected, this approach would require Local Agency Formation Commission
(“LAFCo”) approval of the extra-territorial water service agreement and the expansion of
EBMUD’s sphere of influence to encompass the 30-acre Residential Development Area of the
Proposed Project.
Annexation: The Proposed Project could assign the CPUD water to EBMUD, and EBMUD
could provide direct retail water service upon annexing the 30-acre Residential Development
Area of the Proposed Project through a small boundary adjustment. Alternatively, the Proposed
Project could pay for expanded water conservation to reduce potable water demand within
EBMUD’s service area and thereby augment potable water availability by an amount that offsets
the Proposed Project’s demand, thus, providing the basis for annexation. This approach would
require LAFCo approval of the annexation and related sphere amendment.

3.2 WATER SUPPLY SELECTION AND IMPLEMENTATION
Assuming EBMUD’s involvement in providing water service/delivering water to the Proposed
Project — whether the water supply for the Proposed Project is delivered under a wheeling
agreement, extra-territorial water service agreement, or service territory annexation — EBMUD
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would have the authority to perform the role of a CEQA responsible agency. (See CEQA
Guidelines §§ 15096 [defining responsible agency role in CEQA process], 15381 [defining
responsible agency].) In that responsible agency role, EBMUD would have the authority to
evaluate and decide which source, or sources, of water supply and which transaction structure
best meets the performance standard of meeting the Proposed Project’s water demand in normal
years, single-dry years and multiple-dry years without reducing water supply availability for
existing or future customers in EBMUD’s existing service area.
If EBMUD were to select the extra-territorial water service agreement or annexation structure,
LAFCo would play a responsible agency role with respect to approving implementation of the
selected structure for the Proposed Project’s water supply. Regardless of the transaction
structure, if EBMUD were to select the CPUD Water as a source of supply, CPUD would play a
responsible agency role with respect to approving the water purchase and operational agreements
needed to implement the Proposed Project’s water supply.
Regardless of which source, or sources, of water supply and which delivery transaction structure
receive responsible agency approval, the Proposed Project’s approval by the lead agency, Contra
Costa County, would be conditioned to prohibit recordation of any final subdivision map unless
and until all required approvals are obtained to implement the selected water supply.

3.3 CHARACTERIZATION OF SUPPLY OPTIONS
The following discussion defines both of the identified sources of water supply, characterizing
the origin and basis of the source, its reliability, the planned operations and other information
important for determining sufficiency.
3.3.1 Source 1 – CPUD Water
The CPUD Water would be obtained pursuant to a water purchase agreement between the
Proposed Project and CPUD, which is assignable to the entity providing retail water service to
the Proposed Project. The CPUD Water would be made physically available through reoperation of CPUD’s Schaads Reservoir (“Schaads”), located along the upper reaches of the
Middle Fork of the Mokelumne River. CPUD owns and operates the reservoir pursuant to a pre1914 water right with a priority date of 1852. CPUD would release stored water from Schaads,
which would flow downstream into EBMUD’s Pardee Reservoir (“Pardee”). From Pardee,
EBMUD would convey the CPUD Water through the Mokelumne River Aqueduct and its
service area distribution system for delivery to the Proposed Project. CPUD and the Proposed
Project have executed a Term Sheet specifying the water supply purchase price, the firm water
quantity of up to 200 af/yr, and the 50-plus-year term over which CPUD is willing to commit to
providing the CPUD Water. The Term Sheet is set forth in Exhibit 1 to this WSE, which is
incorporated herein by this reference.
The CPUD water supply would be used to meet the Proposed Project’s maximum demand of 48
af/yr at build-out (dry-year demand) and the estimated 3 af/yr conveyance loss, which is about
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one-quarter of the maximum of 200 af/yr of CPUD water available under the Term Sheet. The
reliability of the CPUD Water would at least preserve, and could enhance, dry-year water supply
availability within EBMUD’s service area. The 200 af/yr Term Sheet amount was selected
before the Proposed Project’s design, unit count, and water demand were confirmed. As such,
the 200 af/yr Term Sheet provides for about four times the water needed to meet the Proposed
Project’s maximum 48 af/yr water demand and 3 af/yr of conveyance loss (51 af/yr total). That
demand could easily be met by the water amount specified in the final water purchase agreement
that would be approved after the County certifies the Proposed Project’s EIR and approves the
Project. In other words, although up to 200 af/yr of CPUD water is available under the Term
Sheet, the proposal is to purchase only the amount needed to meet the Proposed Project’s
demand and cover conveyance losses (up to a total of 51 af/yr) with a margin of safety.
Completing the water purchase agreement after EIR certification and Project approval is
consistent with Riverwatch v. Olivenhain MWD (2009) 170 Cal.App.4th 1186.
The CPUD water supply would be developed through transfer of stored water from Schaads
Reservoir. Schaads Reservoir operations would include refill criteria mutually developed by
CPUD and EBMUD to ensure the CPUD water supply augments the availability of water for
EBMUD to meet the Proposed Project’s demand of 48 af/yr and the estimated 3 af/yr
conveyance loss.36 At this time, it is anticipated that up to approximately 100 af/yr of CPUD
water would actually be acquired under the planned water purchase agreement to meet the
Proposed Project’s demand, to cover conveyance losses, and to provide an ample margin of
safety.
Characterizing the Underlying Schaads Reservoir Water Rights
CPUD in 1939 acquired certain pre-1914 water rights from the Mokelumne River Power and
Water Company in a transaction approved by the State Railroad Commission. The pre-1914
water rights, which date to 1852, include rights to the Middle Fork of the Mokelumne River
(“Schaads water right”) and the South Fork of the Mokelumne River.
The pre-1914 water rights are recognized by the State Water Resources Control Board’s
(“SWRCB”) Water Rights Decision 85837 and in SWRCB Bulletin 11.38 Annual diversions
during the 1929 to 1952 period discussed in those documents ranged from approximately 4,120
acre-feet to 7,960 acre feet. Since the mid-1900s, the exercise of Mokelumne River water rights
held by CPUD and others has been coordinated with EBMUD’s exercise of its Mokelumne River
water rights pursuant to written agreements and SWRCB decisional law composing a “law of the
river.” Agreements between CPUD and EBMUD from 1940 and 1970 define operational

36

The CPUD water supply is based on reservoir reoperation and does not depend on water use reduction measures
(i.e., conservation) to make the supply available for transfer.
37
See SWRCB Decision 858 at pp. 37-38, available online at
http://www.swrcb.ca.gov/waterrights/board_decisions/adopted_orders/decisions/d0850_d0899/wrd858.pdf
38
See SWRCB Bulletin 11, Table 29, available online at
http://www.water.ca.gov/waterdatalibrary/docs/historic/Bulletins/Bulletin_11/Bulletin_11__1955.pdf
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parameters within which CPUD exercises its pre-1914 water rights, including the Schaads water
right.
The 1940 Agreement quantifies CPUD's pre-1914 water rights to the Middle and South Forks of
the Mokelumne River, and establishes the relative priority of EBMUD’s and CPUD’s respective
water rights. Under this agreement, CPUD’s right to divert up to 12.5 cubic feet per second
(“cfs”) is senior to EBMUD’s rights, and CPUD can divert up to 15 cfs by augmenting natural
river flows with releases of its previously stored water. Under the 1940 Agreement, CPUD
diversions in excess of that amount are treated as junior to EBMUD’s rights under its Permit No.
2459. The 1940 Agreement is attached as Exhibit 2 to this WSE, and is incorporated herein by
this reference. A similar 1970 agreement is attached as Exhibit 3 to this WSE, and is
incorporated herein by this reference.
Ongoing use of CPUD’s pre-1914 Schaads water right on the Middle Fork of the Mokelumne
River—the right governing ongoing operations of the Schaads reservoir—is now reported to the
SWRCB under Statement of Diversion and Use No. 10773. The CPUD water to be purchased
and delivered for use by the Proposed Project is based on this pre-1914 Schaads water right. As
one of the older pre-1914 water rights in California, it is projected that the CPUD water will be
firm, or available, during all normal years, single dry years and multiple dry years—which is
consistent with the operational parameters under the law of the river, including the CPUDEBMUD 1940 Agreement.39
The use of CPUD water to supply the Tassajara Parks project will require transfer of the water to
the retail entity serving the Project. Transfer of water under a pre-1914 water right does not
require SWRCB approval.40 As a general rule, appropriative water rights, like CPUD’s pre-1914
right, may be transferred for use at a different location, so long as the transfer does not injure
other water rights holders.41
This ability to transfer water is favored under the law to help ensure that the greatest possible
beneficial use can be made of the waters of the state. The ability to transfer water is a property
of all appropriative rights, though the mechanics of accomplishing that transfer can vary
depending on whether the transfer water derives from a pre- versus post-1914 water right, where
transfers of post-1914 water are subject to approval by the SWRCB.
To transfer stored water, as proposed here, a “refill agreement” is typically executed to prevent
injury. For a transfer from Schaads Reservoir, a downstream water rights holder like EBMUD
could be injured if the reservoir were refilled using water that otherwise would be captured for
use by the downstream rights holder. To prevent that injury, a standard refill agreement would
provide that the storage reduction amount created in Schaads Reservoir by release of the transfer
39

As a further example of this reliability, during the extreme drought conditions of 2015, the State Water Resources
Control Board only curtailed senior water rights established after 1903. The Schaads water rights date to 1852 and
many other rights would have to be curtailed prior to reaching this very senior water right.
40
Nicoll v. Rudnick (2008) 160 Cal.App.4th 550, 557
41
Cal. Water Code § 1706; Barnes v. Hussa (2006) 136 Cal.App.4th 1358, 1368-1369.
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water may not be refilled except during times when a downstream reservoir may not store the
water (for example, when EBMUD’s downstream reservoirs are spilling or releasing water under
flood control operations criteria).
Although the general rule is that appropriative water rights may be transferred, CPUD’s pre-1914
water rights are the subject of the 1940 Agreement between EBMUD and CPUD. Paragraph 1 of
the 1940 Agreement: (1) describes the water sources subject to CPUD’s pre-1914 rights as
including the South Fork, Licking Fork and Middle Fork of the Mokelumne River; (2) describes
a 12.5 cfs maximum rate of diversion, including direct diversion and diversion to storage;
(3) describes water use for domestic (i.e., residential) industrial, mining and agricultural uses;
(4) describes the place of use as CPUD’s service area; (5) describes the right to store up to 1,800
af/yr of pre-1914 water in a reservoir on the Middle Fork of the Mokelumne River (i.e., Schaads
Reservoir); and (6) describes a 15 cfs maximum combined rate of diversion and rediversion.
Paragraph 1 of the 1940 Agreement states that CPUD “has the prior right” to the preceding
quantities and amounts (i.e., 12.5 cfs diversion, 1,800 af/yr storage, and 15 cfs combined direct
diversion and re-diversion from storage). Pragraph 2 of the 1940 Agreement states that storage or
diversion by CPUD “in excess of the quantities and amounts set forth in paragraph 1” shall be
junior to specified water rights of EBMUD.42 The 1940 Agreement does not include language
expressly authorizing or prohibiting the transfer of CPUD’s pre-1914 Middle Fork water —
although the California Water Code and common law provide that a transfer for use by the
Proposed Project is subject to the no-injury rule (i.e., the requirement that other water rights
holders not be injured by a transfer).43
Schaads Reservoir – Historic and Planned Operations
Schaads Reservoir has a storage capacity of approximately 1,800 acre-feet located in the upper
reaches of the Middle Fork of the Mokelumne River (“Middle Fork”), approximately 5 miles
west of the town of West Point (see Figure 3-1).

42

1940 Agreement, ¶¶ 1-2 at p. 2.
There is also a potential exception to the ability to transfer appropriative rights for so-called “state filing water,”
which are supplies arising from certain post-1914 water rights applications filed by the state for the purpose of
reserving a portion of the water rights for use in the county of origin. Specifically, Water Code Section 10505.5
provides (underlining added):
43

“Every application heretofore or hereafter made and filed pursuant to Section
10500, and held by the State Water Resources Control Board, shall be amended
to provide, and any permit hereafter issued pursuant to such an application, and
any license issued pursuant to such permit, shall provide, that the application,
permit, or license shall not authorize the use of any water outside of the county
of origin which is necessary for the development of the county.”
CPUD’s Water Rights Permit No. 16338 is subject to this county-of-origin provision. But that county-of-origin
water is used to meet needs in CPUD’s Jefferson Davis Project service zone and is different from the pre-1914
Schaads Reservoir water that would be transferred for use by the Proposed Project. The pre-1914 Schaads Reservoir
water is not subject to any geographic limitations on water use imposed by the county-of-origin statute.
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Figure 3-1 – Schaads Reservoir Location and Flow Path to Pardee

The Middle Fork is the smallest of the Mokelumne River system watersheds, often seeing only
minimal flows in the summer, “but in winter…swollen with storm run-off, could become a
raging stream.”44 Because of its small size in comparison to the Middle Fork watershed, Schaads
easily fills to capacity under nearly all conditions.45

44

The History of the Calaveras Public Utility District, issued May 1999, p. 17 (source: CPUD)
Even as the ongoing drought proceeded through 2014, 2015 and into 2016, Schaads Reservoir has completely
filled and spilled each year through April 2016 (CPUD General Manager Donna Leatherman, personal
communication)
45
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Figure 3-2 shows monthly reservoir storage levels for Schaads from January 1995 through
February 2015. As demonstrated by the figure, Schaads fills during the wet season and is then
drawn down annually by (1) storage releases to generate hydropower, (2) minimum fishery flow
release requirements associated with permits to operate the hydropower facility, and (3) water
deliveries to Calaveras County Water District (“CCWD”) to meet consumptive demand in the
West Point community pursuant to an agreement between CPUD and CCWD.
Figure 3-2 – Historic Monthly Storage Volumes at Schaads Reservoir
20-year reservoir storage record
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As described more fully below, under the water purchase agreement for the Proposed Project,
CPUD would release purchased water from Schaads at a rate of up to approximately 20 to 30
acre-feet per month (final ramping rates and delivery schedule to be determined by CPUD and
EBMUD) to generate the anticipated 100 acre-feet needed annually to meet the Proposed Project
needs, to cover conveyance water losses, and to provide an ample margin of safety. That
released water would flow downstream to EBMUD’s Pardee Reservoir, likely during the
summer months. EBMUD would manage the released water at Pardee for delivery on a schedule
that meets the Proposed Project demands. EBMUD would use its existing storage and
conveyance capacity to regulate the CPUD water supply to meet Proposed Project demands year
round. The graph in Figure 3-2 reflects all the actual preceding uses of water from Schaads
Reservoir.
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Figure 3-2 depicts actual historic water storage levels in Schaads from 1995 through February
2015. This graph shows the expected annual pattern of reservoir storage rising during the wet
season and falling during the dry season. The storage levels reflect CPUD’s storage and release
of reservoir water for generating hydropower, meeting consumptive demands in Calaveras
County Water District’s (CCWD) West Point/Wilseyville service area, and maintaining fishery
flows. Of those three uses, water deliveries to West Point are made pursuant to a contract with
CCWD for up to 200 af/yr,46 although actual deliveries averaged 100 af/yr between 2001 and
2014, with a maximum of 185 af/yr in 2009 and a minimum of 37 af/yr in 2006. Fishery releases
are 3 cfs, with the remaining releases being made for hydropower. Water for the fishery flow
releases, West Point deliveries and Proposed Project deliveries would be released from a lower
level outlet on the Schaads Reservoir Dam. The intake for the lower level outlet operates down
to a storage level of approximately 200 af, with flow rates controlled by an adjustable butterfly
valve. Despite severe drought conditions during the rainfall seasons of 2013, 2014 and 2015 and
only average rainfall conditions in 2016, Schaads filled and spilled during the spring of all three
drought years and 2016.
Figure 3-3 depicts the historical Schaads water storage conditions that would have occurred if
deliveries to West Point were increased to the contractual maximum of 200 af/yr. CPUD has
delivered less than the contract maximum on an annual basis, in part, because West Point uses
other water sources.

46

The Agreement for Sale of Water, dated July 11, 2006, between Calaveras Public Utility District and Calaveras
County Water District has a 15-year term and states: “CPUD agrees to make up to 200 acre-feet of water per year
from Schaads Reservoir available for beneficial use by CCWD within the West Point/Wilseyville water service
area.”
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Figure 3-3 –Monthly Storage Volumes at Schaads Reservoir
With Maximum Deliveries to West Point
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The actual flow rate and timing of CPUD Water released downstream to Pardee to meet
Proposed Project demands would be established in operating agreements between CPUD and
EBMUD, with the flow rate and timing matching other CPUD and EBMUD objectives. For
example, the CPUD Water would be released with appropriate flow ramping – at the start and
end of the delivery period – to assure gradual flow rate changes along the entire flow path to
EBMUD’s Pardee Reservoir.
Figure 3-4 combines the prior two figures showing actual historic Schaads storage levels and
storage with maximum West Point service area deliveries with the anticipated purchase and
delivery of 100 af/yr to meet the Proposed Project’s water demand, to cover conveyance losses,
and to provide an ample margin of safety. Figure 3-4 also incorporates anticipated refill criteria
to be established in operating agreements between CPUD and EBMUD. Based on a summer
pattern of releases over approximately 4 months, the resulting re-operation of Schaads to provide
up to 100 af/yr of water for the Proposed Project (including conveyance losses, and an ample
margin of safety) and implementation of anticipated refill criteria would result in a pattern of
reservoir water storage levels like that depicted by the dashed orange line graphed in Figure 3-4.
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Figure 3-4 – Monthly Storage Volumes at Schaads Reservoir
With Maximum Deliveries to West Point
And 100 af/yr to the Proposed Project with Anticipated Refill Criteria
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The preceding figure shows that the re-operation of Schaads to provide water for the Proposed
Project would slightly reduce reservoir storage by the end of each October compared to existing
operations—but, prior to any refill criteria considerations, Schaads would still refill annually.
The dashed orange line depicts Schaads storage resulting from ongoing operations for fishery
flows and hydropower generation, delivery of up to 200 af/yr to CCWD’s West Point service
area, and delivery of up to 100 af/yr for the Proposed Project (48 af/yr of dry-year demand plus
approximately 3 af/yr of conveyance losses and 49 af/yr to provide an ample margin of safety).
That operation of Schaads Reservoir would maintain and protect all existing uses, including
fishery flows, hydropower and consumptive uses.
Schaads operations to deliver water for the Proposed Project would be subject to an operating
agreement mutually developed by CPUD and EBMUD and approved in their roles as responsible
agencies pursuant to CEQA. The operating agreement would address the scheduling, or timing,
of CPUD delivering transfer water, ramping rates to start and end releases of transfer water from
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Schaads, and would include refill criteria. In this case, the refill criteria would ensure that the net
effect of CPUD annually transferring stored water to EBMUD is to augment EBMUD’s water
supplies by at least 51 af/yr required to meet the Proposed Project’s maximum (dry year) demand
and conveyance losses, along with an ample margin of safety and likely additional water supply
benefits to EBMUD. The specific details of the refill criteria would be negotiated with EBMUD.
Completing the operating agreement, including refill criteria, after EIR certification and Project
approval is consistent with Riverwatch v. Olivenhain MWD (2009) 170 Cal.App.4th 1186.
Long-term Water Purchase Agreement Details
A Term Sheet has been executed with CPUD that defines the terms for a long-term water
purchase agreement between the Proposed Project’s proponent and CPUD (see Exhibit 1). Key
terms are:
S

S

S

Purchase of up to 200 acre-feet per year of pre-1914 water, which can be reliably diverted
even in single-dry and multiple-dry years. Although up to 200 af/yr of CPUD water is
available under the Term Sheet, the proposal is to purchase only the amount needed to
meet the Proposed Project’s demand of up to 51 af/yr plus an ample margin of safety.
An initial agreement term of 25 years, with the right to extend for an additional 25 years
at the Proposed Project proponent’s sole discretion, and subsequent renewal under terms
mutually agreed to by CPUD and the Proposed Project’s proponent or its successor in
interest.
Ability to assign the purchase of the pre-1914 water to the Proposed Project’s ultimate
retail water purveyor that would serve the Proposed Project (i.e., mutual water company,
state-regulated investor-owned water utility company, or EBMUD).

Overall, this long-term water purchase agreement would provide more than sufficient water
supplies for the Proposed Project. This WSE anticipates that the final agreement would only
include enough water to meet the ultimate Proposed Project dry year demand and conveyance
loss of about 51 af/yr plus an ample margin of safety.
3.3.2 Source 2 – Offsite Water Conservation
Funding implementation of conservation measures within a water supplier’s service area to offset
demand from new land uses is becoming increasingly common in California and elsewhere.47
This water source option differs from the CPUD Water option because it creates a potable water
source by funding the acceleration or expansion of water conservation measures within
EBMUD’s service area. This option would reduce current potable use within EBMUD’s service
area by an amount sufficient to offset the Proposed Project’s water demand. Expanded
conservation of potable water within EBMUD’s service area would provide an ample supply to
meet even the Proposed Project’s maximum dry-year demand of 48 af/yr.

47

See Harder, Jennifer L., Demand Offsets: Water Neutral Development in California, 46 McGeorge Law Review 1,
103 (2014).
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The offsite water conservation option included as Source 2 would either: (1) expand EBMUD’s
existing potable water conservation program by funding potable water conservation at a level
beyond what EBMUD ultimately approved on April 24, 2012, as part of its WSMP 2040 Final
Plan, or (2) accelerate implementation of measures that were included in the WSMP 2040 Final
Plan but are not yet funded for implementation.
EBMUD’s 2015 Urban Water Management Plan (UWMP) concludes that water supplies will be
more than sufficient to meet water demand in normal and wetter year types through 2040.48 The
UWMP concludes that water supplies will be sufficient to meet demand in single dry years and
in the first two years of a three-year dry period through 2040.49 The UWMP concludes that
supplemental water supplies will be needed to meet demand in the third year of a three-year dry
period starting in approximately 2025.50 With the supplemental supplies planned in the WSMP
2040 Final Plan, EBMUD concludes that its water supplies would be sufficient to meet demand
during the 30-year planning period (2010-2040) in all years.51 The WSMP 2040 Final Plan
encompasses a diverse portfolio of measures to particularly ensure demand is met in dry years.
The WSMP 2040 Portfolio is designed to be robust, flexible, diverse, and to pursue projects on
multiple, parallel tracks in order to respond flexibly to an uncertain water future, according to
EBMUD. The broad mix of projects, the inherent scalability present in several of the elements,
and the ability to adjust implementation schedules for a particular project or program included in
WSMP 2040 help to minimize the risks associated with the uncertainties and development time
issues, according to EBMUD.
The water conservation component of the WSMP 2040 evaluated 53 different conservation
measures bundled into four different program levels ranging from Level B through Level E
(Level A is plumbing code requirements existing in 2009).52 According to EBMUD, the
measures bundled within each program level are not intended to be rigid programs but rather to
demonstrate the range in water savings that could be generated if selected measures were
implemented together.53 The WSMP 2040 Final Plan approved conservation Levels B through
D, accounting for a projected water savings of 39 MGD (beyond conservation expected to be
achieved through natural conservation) within EBMUD’s service area by 2040.
Currently, a number of the elements through Level D have not been fully implemented and are
awaiting the allocation of funding through EBMUD’s annual budgeting process. In 2015
EBMUD reported that currently 32 MGD of conservation had been achieved throughout the
service area out of the total 2040 conservation goal of 62 MGD (including naturally occurring

48

EBMUD 2015 Urban Water Management Plan, Table 4-5, at p. 58.
Id.
50
Id.
51
WSMP 2040 Final Plan at p. 2-14 (“The WSMP 2040 Portfolio would meet the Need for Water in all years”).
52
See Conservation Technical Analysis Memorandum dated March 19, 2009, attached as Appendix D, TM-5, to
EBMUD’s WSMP 2040 Final Plan.
53
See id., Appendix D, at p. 27.
49
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conservation from plumbing code requirements), leaving 30 MGD of savings to be achieved
between 2016 and 2040.54
Conservation Level E was projected to achieve 41 MGD of water savings by 2040, with the
additional 2 MGD of water savings projected to be achieved through implementation of four
additional conservation measures (Measure 31: Financial incentives for irrigation upgrades intensive; Measure 48: Cisterns; Measure 50: Graywater retrofit – existing single family; and
Measure 51: Graywater - new single family.)
The WSMP 2040 Final Plan includes an assessment of the amount of water that would be saved
for each measure within Levels B through E as well as the unit cost associated with each
measure. In consultation with EBMUD, this information would be used to develop the preferred
conservation elements to be accelerated or expanded under Levels B through D, or expanded
beyond currently planned levels under Level E in order to achieve the 48 af/yr conservation
savings needed to serve the Proposed Project. Similarly, the cost information associated with
each conservation measure would be used to calculate the cost of the conservation offset.

54

Email communication from Mr. Richard Harris on September 1, 2016.
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SECTION 4 – SUFFICIENCY ANALYSIS
4.1 INTRODUCTION
This section assesses whether sufficient water supplies exist to meet the estimated water
demand of the Proposed Project.55 The WSE provides a reasoned analysis of the likely
availability of the identified supplies to serve the Proposed Project, while considering the
demands of existing and other planned future land uses. 56
This section includes:
S

S

Analysis of sufficiency of identified water supplies to serve the Proposed Project,
considering variations in supply and demand characteristics under normal, singledry and multi-dry hydrologic conditions.
Analysis of conclusions for purposes of determining water supply sufficiency.

4.2 WATER SUPPLY SUFFICIENCY ANALYSIS
The sufficiency analysis integrates the water demands detailed in Section 2 with the
water supplies characterized in Section 3 and the assessment of existing and other
planned future land uses discussed in Section 4.2.1. The results are presented in Table 41 and Table 4-2 beginning with “current” conditions and continuing with 5-year
increments from 2020 through 2040. Each table represents one of the two water supply
options. This analysis assumes that the Proposed Project is fully constructed before
2040.
Table 4-1 and Table 4-2 incorporate the Proposed Project’s water demand projection
from Table 2-3 and Table 2-4, based on the anticipated build-out schedule detailed in
Section 1.

55

CWC § 10910 (c)(4) provides that “the water supply assessment for the project shall include a discussion
with regard to whether the total projected water supplies, determined to be available by the city or county
for the project during normal, single dry, and multiple dry water years during a 20-year projection, will
meet the projected water demand associated with the proposed project, in addition to existing and planned
future uses, including agricultural and manufacturing uses.” As noted above, the Proposed Project is not a
covered “project” for purposes of being required to prepare a “water supply assessment.” However, in
order to provide a comprehensive analysis and ensure that all potential impacts are adequately studied, the
methodology used in this WSE is consistent with the requirements set forth in the Water Code for water
supply assessments.
56
Vineyard Area Citizens for Responsible Growth, Inc. v. City of Rancho Cordova (2007) 40 Cal.4th 412,
430-32.
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Table 4-1 – Assessment of Sufficiency of CPUD Supplies (Option 1)57
Year

Current

Hydrologic
Year Type

0

Normal

0

N/A

0

Single Dry

0

N/A

Year 1

0

N/A

Year 2

0

N/A

Year 3

0

N/A

0
0
0

2020

Normal

25

yes

Single Dry

26

yes

Year 1

26

yes

Year 2

25

yes

Year 3

22

yes

26

Normal

46

yes

48

Single Dry

48
41

Multiple
Dry

48

yes

Year 1

48

yes

Year 2

46

yes

Year 3

41

yes

46

Normal

46

yes

48

Single Dry

48
46
41

Multiple
Dry

48

yes

Year 1

48

yes

Year 2

46

yes

Year 3

41

yes

46

Normal

46

yes

48

Single Dry

48

yes

Year 1

48

yes

Year 2

46

yes

Year 3

41

yes

48
46
41

2040

Multiple
Dry

46

46

2035

Sufficient?

1

26

22

2030

Multiple
Dry

(af/yr)

25

25

2025

CPUD Schaads
Reservoir Supply

Project Water
Demand
(af/yr)

Multiple
Dry

46

Normal

46

yes

48

Single Dry

48

yes

Year 1

48

yes

Year 2

46

yes

Year 3

41

yes

48
46
41

Multiple
Dry

1. The actual supply from Schaads Reservoir will be greater than the project demand to
account for carriage water, refill requirements and a margin of safety.

57

CPUD Schaads Reservoir Water quantities exclude the estimated 3 af/yr for conveyance loss, because
this table compares delivered water supply to Proposed Project demand, and exclude the additional 50 af/yr
estimated to provide an ample margin of safety, because that amount remains to be determined based on
EBMUD’s completion of its responsible agency duties with respect to the Proposed Project under CEQA.
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Table 4-2 – Assessment of Sufficiency of Offsite Water Conservation (Option 2)58
Year

Current

Project Water
Demand
(af/yr)

Hydrologic
Year Type

Offsite Water
Conservation
(af/yr)

Sufficient?

0

Normal

48

N/A

0

Single Dry

48

N/A

Year 1

48

N/A

Year 2

48

N/A

Year 3

48

N/A

0
0
0

2020

25

Normal

48

yes

26

Single Dry

48

yes

Year 1

48

yes

Year 2

48

yes

Year 3

48

yes

26
25
22

2025

Normal

48

yes

48

Single Dry

48
41

yes

48

yes

Year 2

48

yes

Year 3

48

yes

Normal

48

yes

48

Single Dry

48
41

Multiple
Dry

48

yes

Year 1

48

yes

Year 2

48

yes

Year 3

48

yes

46

Normal

48

yes

48

Single Dry

48
46
41

2040

Multiple
Dry

48

Year 1

46

46

2035

Multiple
Dry

46

46

2030

Multiple
Dry

Multiple
Dry

48

yes

Year 1

48

yes

Year 2

48

yes

Year 3

48

yes

46

Normal

48

yes

48

Single Dry

48

yes

Year 1

48

yes

Year 2

48

yes

Year 3

48

yes

48
46
41

Multiple
Dry

58

The volume of surplus varies depending on the Proposed Project’s demands under certain year-types (see
2.5.2).
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4.2.1 Existing and Planned Future Uses
This WSE provides for assessment of whether existing and planned water supplies are
projected to be sufficient to meet demands of the Proposed Project—plus demand from
existing and planned future land uses in the service area where the new Proposed Project
is proposed. Here, the Proposed Project is not located within the service area of any
existing public water system and, therefore, there are no other existing or future
customers. Although the Proposed Project’s water strategy would have, subject to the
EBMUD Board’s discretion, EBMUD deliver water to the Proposed Project—either by
wheeling, an extra-territorial water service agreement, or through annexation—water
availability for existing customers and planned future land uses within EBMUD’s service
area would remain unchanged from conditions otherwise planned and documented by
EBMUD.

4.3 SUFFICIENCY ANALYSIS CONCLUSIONS
As detailed in Section 2, this WSE estimates water demands for the Proposed Project to
be 45 af/yr at build-out during normal conditions (including non-revenue water
demands). During single and multiple dry years, Proposed Project demands are estimated
to increase to as much as 48 af/yr, but also to decrease to as low as 42 af/yr during
multiple dry years (see discussion in Section 2.5.2). Conveyance water losses associated
with Supply Option 1 might be as much as about 3 af/yr, slightly increasing the
“demand” if that source is selected.
Table 4-1 and Table 4-2 provide a detailed comparison of water demands and available
water supplies. Based on this representation, sufficient water will be available under all
hydrologic conditions in each of the 5-year increments through 2040.
With the Proposed Project relying on either one of the two water supply options, as will
be mutually agreed upon between the Proposed Project proponent and EBMUD (as well
as CPUD, as appropriate), and the assessment of surface water reliability conditions
demonstrated for each supply option, sufficient water is determined to exist to meet
Proposed Project demands.
Based on all the preceding information, this WSE finds that total projected water
supplies, determined to be available for the Proposed Project during normal, single dry,
and multiple dry water years during a 20-year projection, will meet the projected water
demand associated with the Proposed Project, in addition to existing and planned future
uses.
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THIS ~gRE~T, Made ahd entered In’to this

DISTRICT, a public corporation, ~erelnafter called first
party or Cale.veras District,.:and ]~fST BAY I,~q~NICIPAL UTILITY
’DISTRICT, s public corporation, h~reinefter called second
p~er~y or ~st Bay District,

\~REA.S,. the Celaveres District is diverting waber
"~

Trom the ~iddle end Lickin~ forks of the ~okelumne River into
the SOuth fork of said river end from said South fork ss thus"
augment~d~ at a point of diversion located in Section 16, T..
6~N~, R. i~ E., ~DB&~!., by means of the ditch of.~Celaveres
District 19ading from~seid South fork is diverting the waters
thereof toothe. Calaveras Public Utility District for certain
beneficlel uses within the boundaries, of said Calaveras Public
Utility D~istrict, and said first party’s point of diversion is
above the existing and proposed reservoirs end~ existing point
of diversion of~ the East Bey District on the ~okelumne River;
¯ and°

,~-~

~HNREAS~, the e~tent of the prior right of the Calsve~as Dist~rict and the, maximum rate at which it is eutitled to
divert have n~t been Judicially datelined, end such method of
. dete~inatiom would~recuire the collection and production of
evidence end data not presently available and would ~pose substemtial e~ense on the parties hereto, and it is mutuall~
advantageous t~t the respective ~ights of the parties here~
~ the ~,mters of the ~Nokel~ue River be datelined by agreement;
NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the premises it
is mutually understoo~d,and egresd ~aS follows :

i.

Calaveras District has the prior right to divert

from the South fork’of the Mokelumne River in Section 16, T. 6
N., R. 13 E., gDB~., as sugmented, by diversions from the
Middle and Licking forks of said river, not. to exceed twelve
end one-half (i2~) cubic feet of v~ter per second for indus-

tr~iel, domestic, mining end a~ricultural uses within the
bounderles of. said Calaveras Public Utility District.
.The Celaveras District has the right to .use a portion
of the twelve and one-half (12½) cubic feet of water per second
this paragraph mentioned for diversion to storage in its
"~eservoir on the Middle Fork of the Mokelumne ~qiver end may
store therein not to exceed eighteen hucdred (1800) acre feet
of water per annum.

The diversion to stora~ in this paragraph

mentioned, when exercised by ~Celaveras District, shall come from
and be a pert of the twelve end one-half (Ig½) cubic feet of
weter per second in this paragraph mentioned.

~Such weter in

storage may later be released to augment the flow otherwise availI

.able for diversion by the Calaveras Dis~trlct into its;~.S~ald "ditch,
but the amount diverted into said ditch by Calaveras~ist~rlct,
in~ludingeny reles.ses from storewide, .shall not exceed ~ifteen~
(15) cubic feet of water per second.
2.

The storage or diversion by Celeveres District~

of any of~ the ~aters of the ~okelumne River in excess ~of the
quantities and .~mounts Set forth in paragraph i hereof is end
shall be subordinate end Junior to the right of the East Bay
District to store and divert the waters of such river for municipal, domestic and other purposes (except power PUrposes) and
to the rights included in~Applicat~ion 4228 of said, East Bay Oistrier heretofore filed with the .Division of Water Resources of
the State of California and Permit 2459 heretofore issued by
said Olvlsio.n!’oof Water~Resourcesite.the East Bay District, and
~o~ any license which ~y here~’fte~ ". be"~’~

issued to the East Bey "

District by said Division of ~.~’ster Resources because of such
application and permit.
~.

Any diversion or storage by Calaveres District

of the waters of said Mokelumne River for the. generation of

hydroelectric energy is and shall be subordlnete not only to
said municipal filing of said ~est Bey District, said Applicatlon 4£28, Permit £459, and any license .issued by reason of
such filing and permit, but also to any filings of the .East
Bay District heretofore made with said Division ~of Water Resources for power purposesj

/

4.

~

Calaveras District agre~es to make its said

diversions pursuant to this agreement, end agrees that no storage or diversion of the waters of said river by Calaveras Distriot in excess of its prior rights as hereinbefore defined.
shall be deemed to be adverse to any of the rights of the East
Bay District to the waters of saldriver, except that the pow~
er filings of the East Bay District shall be subordlnete to
the storage and diversions by Celaveras District for domestic,
Industrial~ agricultural and mining uses but shell not be
subordinate to any storageor diversion by Calaveres District
for the generation of hydroelectric energy.
5.

East Bey District at its expense shall have the

right end is hereby given the privilege and easement to mainbalm s reoordlng device at an.appropriate place to be.selected
by it near the head of said ditch of Calaveras District to
measure the ~w~eter entering into said ditch.

The East Bay

District also st its opti6n at any time in the future and at
its expense shall have the right ~nd iS hereby given the
privilege and easement to m~int~in a recording device in the
reservoir of Calaveras District on the Middle fork of the
Mokelumue River and of~ obta ining,,!daily elevations of the water
surface in said~reservoirJ

C~tes off, all readings taken shall

be furnished by secoad party to first party without cost and
on request.
5.

This e~reement shall inure to the ~enefit of.end

shall be binding upon the successors end essisns of the pertie~
hereto.

.

~
:~ITN~oS WHER~0F, the parties hereto have ca~sed

their corporate names to be signed and their corporate seals
to be hereunto sffixedby their respective officers thereunto
authorized the day and year first above V,Titten.
~duly~
.

Secret~

.w.o
"~. B~Y ]’~[~,:IC~f
~ ’ [3TILITY DISTRICT
~,: ~T
.... ’~ °J ,:~
.-By
And
/

Secretery.

..’:~DELi:JE 2.. Gv~,.F,S.
, a Notary Public in and for"the
CohutY of Calsv~ras, State of Califo~’nla, 2esiding t!~eceln,
dulF commissioned and sworn, persBnally appeered
C. J.

:,~,
,.----~r,..,,._,.._,.~-.~ .....

_

known to me

~o be th~ President

,
known to me to be the .Secretary
and ..Oz,±~.~.: ..,__:~ .:,~. _.~..
of CALA’,DE~R:~S PUBLIC UTILITY DIBT,RICT, the corporation that
executed the within instrument end the officers who executed
the w~thln instrument on behalf of such corporation therein
.named, and ecknowledged to me that such co.~-pore, tlon executed
the seme.
IN "~.I:EWF.S8 ",.~REO..F, I have heceunto set my hand
affixed my’Official ~eal, the day ~nd year in this .cerfirst above ~itten..
¯

Notary Public tn end i’o~ said
County of Caleveras,
State of Celif’ornia.

CO[~" 0~’ ALaMeDA
Ou this

)
~’day of ~,

1940, befowe me~

~ e Nbtery Public in and for the

Oo~ty of ;,ismede, ot8.~, of
resldin~ therein,
duly co~fssioned and sworn, personally sppe.ered GEO. C.
PAn, DEE, kuo~, tO me to be the President,
~ ..... UTILI~
kno~ ~o me ~6 be the Secretary of .~..o
e~ "~ BAY ;~ICIPAL
D~;-~a~.~,. the corporation that executed t~e within instr~ent
and the officers who executed the within instr~ent on ~hslf
of such corporation therein named, and ~c~no ~edged to me that
said corporation executed ~he s~e.

~;,~rr’~,~,,a~- I have hereunto set my he, nd
a~d affixed my Official .,eal, the d~y and y~er in this cert~@icate f~rst shove ~Itten.
~,:,

Notery Public in end for seid
County of h.l~.meda,
~t~te of Celifornia.

-~
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AGREEMENT

K~ST BAY MUNICIPAL VflLiTY DISTRICT, a
California municipal utility district, herein referred

to as East Bay, and CA!AVE.~S PUBLIC UTILITY DISTRICT,
a California public utility district, herein referred
to as Calaveras, after meeting and conferring with the
CALIFORNIA DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES, recite that:
WHERE~S, the parties have heretofore
entered into an agreement dated May 8, 1940, hereinafter referred to as the 191{0 agreement, pertaining to
the waters of the Mokelumne River; and
WHEREAS, under date of March 5, 1959, the
Department of Water Resources issued a "Release from
priority" of Applications NOSo 5647 and 5648, filed
July 30, 1927, herein called the "State applications"
of the State of California, in favor of East Bay’s
Applications 13156 and 15201, subject however to the
follo~.ring reservation and c0ndition:
"’(2) A reservation for
use in Calaveras County from water of
the Mokelumne River and its tributaries covered by Applications NOSo
5647 and 5648 of such quantity’of
water for direct diversion to beneficial use and~suc.~ quantity of water
for dive~.si6~t~’storage to be later
applied:.~t’~ben~Tficial ~use as is requlred to produce a s’if.e0~yield, which
when com~ed with the ~diversions of
wa~er now or He~e~ft~r’ made by Calaveras Public Utility District from
the South Fork of the Mokelumne River
under and by virtue-of its existing
rights of diversion and as set forth
in the agreement between the East Bay
Municipal Utility District and the
Calaveras Public Utility District
dated May 8, 19~0, and recorded
August .16, 1940, in Book 14 at page
230 of the Official Records of the
County-Recorder of Calaveras County,
will amount to a total of 27,000
adze-feet per armum;"

and
¯ WHEREAS, Calaveras now desires to construct

:¸

and operate Jeff Davis Dam and Reservoir as an off~
stream reservoir to receive and store the waters of
the Middle and South Fork Mokelunme River, for municipal and other purposes~ in substantial accord with the
feasibility report thereon by Clair A o Hill and Associates, dated February, 1969~ which project is herein
called the Jeff Davis Project, and has applied for a
loan the~ef0r ~der the Davis-Grunsky Act to the
Department of Water Resources; and
WHEP, EAS~ Calaveras contends that it now has
the water rights on the Mokelumne River necessary to
operate the Jeff Davis Project, which are prior to any
water right of East Bay on the Mokelunme River, and
Which contention is disputed by East Bay~ and
WHERFAS, East Bay is opposing the Jeff Davis
Project and Calaveras’s Davis=Grunsky Act loan application, on the ground that Calaveras’s claimed priorit.~
is in violation of the i940 agreement, which gro~nd:.is.
disputed by Calaveras; and’

"

~HEREAS, the parties desire to avoid the
cost and delay of litigation to determine their dispute
until and unless it becomes necessary to do so to
properly allocate between them the water resources to
be utilized, at the same time avoiding any prejudice
to their respective legal posit.ions; now therefore
they agree as follows:
lo

Calaver~s shall apply to the State

Water Resources Control Board for an .assignment ofa portion of ~the State applications sufficient in
the jud~nent of Calaveras to construct .and operate
the Jeff Davis Project,. including t~e storage of at
least 1,750 acre~feet per annum of water, with the
object of producing, together with existing works,

2

a safe yield of 6,656 acre-feet per annum, and for a
permit upon such assigned portion°

Calaveras wi!l~

request that such permits provide (a) that they are
without prejudice to whatever right Calaveras may. have
to divert and ~store the water required by its project
under its other water rights__and/the 1940 agreement;.
and (b) that the safe yield of the works of Calaveras
in conformity wlt.h this Agreement shall be a part of
the 27~000 acreafeet per annum reserved for use in
Calaveras CoLmty under the State ifilingso

East Bay

will not protest or otherwise oppose .such applications,
and will join with Calaveras in seeking favorable
action°

If the permits issued are not satisfactory

tO Calaveras it may wi.thin 30 days after the .order
issuing such permits becomes final terminate this
agreement, by notice in ~riting to East Bay°

Upon the

issuance of such an assignment and permit satisfactory
to Calaveras~ Calaveras may commence construction of
Jeff Davis Reservoiro
2o

If Calaveras shall operate the Jeff

Davis Project relative to East Bay’s project generally
in accordance with the principles utilized in the document entitled ~’CPUD Operating Study 4A", a copy of
which is annexed to this agreement as Exhibit
East Bay will not bring any action to interfere with
the diversions of Calaveras so.long as the Jeff Davis
Project~ is so operated°

If Calaveras shall operate

the. Jeff Davis Project relative to East Bay’s project
in any different manner, either calaveras or East Bay
may bring an action to determine whether Calaveras is
entitled to do so.unde.£ its claim.of water rights and
the 1940 agreement°

.The parties shall in good faith

endeavor to operate their respective projects so that

no such determination ~becomes necessary°

3°

By execution of this agreement East Bay

does not concede, and denies~ that Calaveras has any
right to store water in Jeff Davis Reservoir other than
that conferr~ed by the assigr~ment and permit°

By execu~

tion of this ~agreement, Calaveras does not concede~ and
denies, that East Bay has any right to prevent

Calaveras from storing water in Jeff Davis Reservoir
without the assignment and pe£mito
4o

East Bay shall withdraw its opposition

to Calaveras’s Davis-Grunsky loan application for the
Jeff Davis Project~ and shall support such loan appli=
cation°
5°

Nothing in this agreement is. intended

to be or shall be used .as an interpretation of the 1940
agreement in any subsequent litigation between the
parties in which the interpretation of that agreement
is an issue, and such litigation, if it occurs, shall
.be determined as though this agreement had never been
enter ed into o
6°

(a)

Calavezas will install a recording

device at the proposed new point of diversion on the
~South Fork of the Mokelumne River to measure the water
being diverted, and shall make available for inspection
records of all such diversions on a regular basis to
East Bay°

East Bay shall have the right, upon prior

notice to Calaveras and reasonable opportunity for
Calaveras to have its representative present:
(1) to inspect the recording device, to take readings
therefrom, and to make.measurements to assist in
calibrating or recalibrating said recording device;
and (2) to install and monitor recording devices in
both Middle Fork and Jeff Davis. Reservoirs to

4

determine the amounts, of water, stored therein from time
to time°

The parties hereto will exchange records of

storage or diversion on request°
(b)

East Bay and Calaveras shall

operate to provide for the initial filling of Jeff Davis
Reservoir as soon as practical after completion~ and
thereafter in determining in advance periods during
which flow is available for diversion to storage in~Jeff
Davis Reservoir°
(c)

Calaveras and East Bay shall cooperate

to avoid or lessen in any mutually satisfactory way the
impact of the storage of wa~er by one or the other during dry years°
7°

This agreement shal! inure to the benefit

of and shall be binding upon the successors and assigns
of the parties hereto°
Dated this 13th day of January~ 1970o

EAST BAY

[PAL UT

and
PUBLIC UTILIT-Y "DISTRICT
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